A Friend for Minerva Louise

In a story highlighted by in bright, baby-fresh colors, Minerva Louise, an adorable, inquisitive, birdbrained hen, searches high and low for the new arrival at her house.

My Personal Review:
A Friend for Minerva Louise out of print??! No wonder publishers are losing their shirts these days. This is a funny, charming, silly book about a chicken who is very confused. I am a childrens librarian, and this book is one of my mainstays. Children love the fact that they are more hip to things than Minerva Louise. They roar with laughter at her misinterpretation of the world around her. It is also quietly philosophical. Minerva Louise only sees the world within the context of the barnyard and the life of a chicken. Beautiful simply drawn illustrations, too. A book that should be in every library and any home where children live.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
A Friend for Minerva Louise - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!